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Trump promises tax plan in days
Announcement comes as
surprise to Capitol Hill,
Treasury officials
By ALAN RAPPEPORT
AND MICHAEL SHEAR
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — President Donald Trump promised on Friday that
he would unveil a “massive” tax cut
for Americans next week, vowing a
“big announcement on Wednesday,”
but he revealed no details about what
is certain to be an enormously com-

plicated effort to overhaul the nation’s tax code.
Trump offered his tax tease in an
interview and again during remarks
at the Treasury Department on Friday afternoon as he raced to stack up
legislative accomplishments before
his 100th day in office at the end of
next week.
His announcement surprised Capitol Hill and left Trump’s own Treasury officials speechless as he arrived
at the Treasury offices to sign directives to roll back Obama-era tax rules
and financial regulations. Earlier in
the day, when reporters asked Steven

Mnuchin, the Treasury secretary,
how far away a tax overhaul proposal
was, he said he could not give an answer. “Tax reform is way too complicated,” he said.
Trump told the Associated Press in
the interview that his tax reductions
would be “bigger, I believe, than any
tax cut ever.” But he faces an enormous fight among clashing vested
interests as Congress tries to rewrite
the tax code.
Starting that fight next week is further complicated by Trump’s hopes
to revive the Republican health care
plan that collapsed last month. And it

would mean trying a tax overhaul as
his White House faces the prospect of
a government shutdown if lawmakers cannot agree on a funding bill by
Friday.
The details of Trump’s tax plans
remain the subject of intense speculation, with stock markets regularly
gyrating when White House officials
discuss the subject. Since taking office, the president has suggested that
he wants to enact the deepest cuts to
individual and corporate tax rates in
history.
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ONLY NATURE: Melissa Keating and her son Jake take a walk in Spring Lake Park in Santa Rosa on Friday. Drones are prohibited in all Sonoma County Parks.
By DEREK MOORE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

R

unners ascend a winding trail at Taylor
Mountain Regional Park and Open Space
Preserve outside Santa Rosa as morning
fog retreats and sunshine bathes the peak in a
warm glow.
The scene is lovely.
ONLINE
It also was captured on
To see the drone footage
from Taylor Mountain, visit video by a drone in violation of a ban enforced by
pressdemocrat.com.
Sonoma County Regional
Parks at all 56 sites the agency manages.
David Vaillancourt of Santa Rosa said he was
unaware of the prohibition when he shot the
scene. He thought the setting an ideal one for flying his $1,500 DJI Phantom 2 drone, which he has
used extensively over a decade for both private

and commercial projects.
“If you see someone flying a drone at Taylor
and they’re buzzing runners and chasing cows,
that’s obviously not a good thing and probably
the reason why more and more no-fly zones are
coming into existence,” Vaillancourt, 42, said.
“That’s the equivalent of taking your car to a
parking lot and doing doughnuts. It’s all about
respect, responsibility and safety.”
With their wide-open spaces, sumptuous natural settings and relative dearth of crowds, parks
would seem ideal places for capturing images
using aerial drones.
But figuring out which city, regional and state
parks allow drones and which prohibit their use
isn’t always simple. Policies vary from one jurisdiction to the next, while evolving standards over

“Our primary
concern with
drones is that
they really
distract from the
reason people
come to our
natural areas.”
JIM NANTELL, Sonoma County
deputy director of parks

An East Bay couple was found
in 2013 shot execution-style in a
minivan parked on a dirt pullout off Highway 20 outside Fort
Bragg in Mendocino County.
A suspected triggerman was
not identified.
Investigators for years said
little about the slayings, even
after a federal judge convicted
infamous San Francisco gang
leader Raymond “Shrimp Boy”
Chow with conspiring to kill
Jim Tat Kong, an alleged rival
who was one of the two people
found dead in the minivan and a
man the FBI described as a major player in the Chinese-American criminal underworld.
On Friday, Mendocino County
sheriff’s officials announced an
Oakland man had been indicted
in federal court in the shootings
of Kong, 51, of San Pablo and
his girlfriend, Cindy Bao Feng
Chen, 38, of San Francisco leaving the bodies and packages of
marijuana in the minivan.
Wing Wo Ma, 50, of Oakland
pleaded not guilty April 7 in U.S.
District Court in San Francisco
to two counts of murder with a
firearm, conspiracy to distribute marijuana and using a firearm during a drug-trafficking
crime. Ma worked in construction, and built greenhouses and
other structures for Kong’s marijuana cultivation operations,
according to an FBI investigator’s affidavit in support of the
charges against Ma.
Mendocino County Sheriff’s
Capt. Greg Van Patten said it’s
another example of the high
stakes in Northern California’s
lucrative and dangerous black
market marijuana trade.
“It’s a deadly industry and it
can be very violent and fatal;
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SF blackout affects tens of thousands
Power failure snarls traffic,
traps people in elevators
after fire at substation
By JANIE HAR
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN FRANCISCO — Tens of thousands of people were left in the dark
or stranded in elevators Friday in San
Francisco, after the massive failure
of a circuit breaker sparked a fire at a
power substation, a Pacific Gas & Electric spokesman said.
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PG&E posted online just after 5 p.m.
that power had been restored to all the
90,000 customers who lost it in the Financial District and other areas of the
city. Spokesman Barry Anderson said
the equipment failed before a planned
repair.
The Fire Department tweeted that it
had responded to more than 100 calls
for service, including 20 stuck elevators with people inside. At hospitals,
surgeries were disrupted briefly but
no problems were reported because
backup generators kicked in, Mayor
Ed Lee said.
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“The best news of all was no injuries
were associated with this incident,”
Fire Chief Joanne Hayes-White said.
No traffic collisions were reported,
either, and officials thanked motorists
for driving so cautiously during the
blackout. In fact, people in the city of
850,000 people were generally courteous to each another.
The city’s celebrated cable cars
were taken out of service as a precaution because streetlights were not operating on large parts of their routes.
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Cable cars sit idle during a power outage Friday in
San Francisco. The outage struck a wide area, snarling
traffic and stopping the cable cars for a time.
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